There were always two separated methods to make agent coordination: individual-local balance perspective and individualsociety balance perspective. The first method only considered the balance between individual agents and their local neighbors; the second method only considered the balance between individual agents and the whole multi-agent society. However, in reality, the agents will be diffused by their local neighbors as well as influenced by their social contexts simultaneously; therefore, it is necessary to deal with the social performance as well as local performance. To address such problem this paper presents an agent coordination method in an integrative model where we combine the two perspectives together and make trade-off between them. With our presented model, the individual, local and social concerns can be balanced well in a unified and flexible manner. Moreover, the experimental results show that there are often situations in which the two coordination perspectives aren't conflictive but often bring out the better in each other.
INTRODUCTION
A strategy is the action that agent adopts to behave in the multiagent society; it is necessary to make coordination among agent strategies [1] . In multi-agents, there is an interesting phenomenon which can be called unification trend: when many agents operate concurrently in the system, they will incline to adopt an average strategy which can make the system be more unified [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. An agent doesn't require being aware of every agents in the society, it may only know its local neighbors and the counterparts within its social contexts. Therefore, the social strategy of an agent will be determined by: 1). Locally diffusion effects: the agent strategies will diffuse to each other in the local area, and agents will incline to the average strategy within neighboring region [5] [6] [7] [8]; 2). Social influence: agents will also be influenced by its social contexts especially the socially structural counterparts, therefore, agents will also incline to the consensusstrategy within the social contexts [9] .
Until now almost all related work on multi-agent coordination can be mainly categorized as falling into one of two general classes: individual-local balance perspective; individual-society balance perspective. In the first class, they only consider the balance between individual and local concerns [5] [6] [7] [8], which may not get the globally social performance if we only consider the balance between individual and local concerns. Whereas, in the second class, they only consider the balance between individual and social concerns [9] , which may get the social performance but ignore the local effects. Moreover, the control on the whole agent society is sometimes difficult to achieve. Therefore, in this paper we provide an integrative model for agent coordination by tradeoff between locally diffusion effects and socially structural influences. With our model, the individual, local and social concerns can be balanced well in a unified and flexible manner. Moreover, the experimental results show that the two perspectives aren't conflictive but often bring out the better in each other.
LOCALLY DIFFUSION EFFECTS
In [5] , Reynolds initiated a research to explore the simulation for a flock of birds who coordinate with each other by a local control strategy to adopt a common average heading. Jadbabaie,Vicsek, and Lin presented that the agent's strategy is often updated using a local rule based on the average of its own strategy plus the strategies of its "neighbors" [6] [7] [8] . In the local diffusion effects, agents adjust their social strategies over time by myopically imitating the average strategy within their own neighborhoods. Now, we make balance between the agent's initial strategy and the average one of neighbors. Let s i (t) denote the strategy of agent a i at time t, L i be the local interaction region of agent a i , when we make balance between individual agent and the locally diffusion effects of neighboring agents, the new strategy of agent a i will be:
Where is the inertia factor of the strategy of agent a i , is the influence factor of L i to a i , + =1.
SOCIALLY STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE
An agent is in some social contexts or organizations [2] , the agent strategy is influenced not only by the local neighbors but also the counterparts within the social contexts. Now, let agent a i be in a social organization structure, the social strategy of a i will be influenced by all agents in its contexts. So a i will go toward to the average of all socially structural influences of its contexts regarding their respective influence strengths.
Where s j denotes the social strategy of agent a j , s i s (t+1) denotes the new social strategy of a i if it fully obeys the social influence, i denotes the social contexts of a i , I j i denotes the social influence strength of a j to a i .
BALANCE BETWEEN TWO PERSPECTIVES 4.1 Trade-off
To make trade-off between locally diffusion effects and socially structural influences, the strategy of agent a i can be changed as: ( 1) ( 1)
The different concern tendencies can be realized by the variations of combination of the four parameters ( , , L , S ), which determine the relative importance of the three concerns:
+ =1: determine the trade-off between individual concern and local concern in locally diffusion effects. If > , the agent will incline to its own strategy more than the locally average strategy; if < , the agent will incline to the locally average strategy more than its own strategy; if = , the agent will place equal concern between its own strategy and the locally average strategy in the diffusion effects.
L + S =1: determine the trade-off between locally diffusion effects (include the individual concern and local concern in locally diffusion) and socially structural influence. If L > S , the agent will incline to the locally diffusion effects more than the socially structural influence; if L < S , the agent will incline to the socially structural influence more than the locally diffusion effects; if L = S , the agent will place equal concern between the locally diffusion effects and the socially structural influence.
Performance Index
For the unification trend said in Section 1, each agent will try to be gregarious to its local neighbors or socially contexts. Therefore, we can define the following two performance indexes.
Local Gregariousness of Individual Agents
The average strategy value within the local region of agent a i is:
The local gregariousness of agent a i in its local region is:
Therefore, the average local gregariousness of all individual agents in the agent set A can be defined as:
Higher values of A indicate that better average local gregariousness performance of all agents can be gotten.
.Social Gregariousness of Individual Agents
The average strategy value of the agent society A is:
The social gregariousness of agent a i in the whole society A is:
Therefore, the average social gregariousness of all individual agents in the whole agent society A is:
Higher values of A indicate that better average social gregariousness performance of all agents can be gotten.
EXPERIMENTS
Our aim is to evaluate the effectiveness of the model for different concern tendencies (individual, local and social concerns) under varying agent distributions. The different concern tendencies can be realized by the variations of combination for ( , , L , S ). By referring to [9] , here we use the following values: 
Tests for Varying Agent Distributions
We test the model in three kinds of agent distributions: 1). Cluster-like agent distribution: there are some clusters in the grid, the agent distribution is dense within each cluster but is sparse between clusters; 2). Even agent distribution: the agents are evenly distributed in the grid; 3). Random agent distribution: the agents are distributed randomly in the grid. The results are shown in Table 2 . 
Analyses for the Test Results
When L , S are fixed, the higher is, the lower the two performance indexes are. Therefore, we can conclude that:
The higher value of self inertia factor will produce low local gregariousness and social gregariousness; so the selfish agents aren't gregarious with their local neighbors as well as the whole society. When L , S are fixed, the higher is, the higher the two performance indexes are. Therefore, we can conclude that: When agents incline to go toward to the average strategy of their own local neighbors, then they will be more gregarious to their local region as well as the whole society. When , are fixed, the higher L is, the higher the two performance indexes are. Therefore, we can conclude that: The higher value of local balance factor L can increase the local gregariousness; moreover, it can also increase the social gregariousness accordingly. When , are fixed, the higher L is, the higher the two performance indexes are. Therefore, we can conclude that:
The higher value of social balance factor L can increase the social gregariousness; moreover, it can also increase the average local gregariousness accordingly.. Certainly, the effect of social balance factor on the social gregariousness is more than the one of local balance factor; the effect of local balance factor on the local gregariousness is more than the one of social balance factor. As a conclusion, we can find an interesting phenomenon: the two agent coordination perspectives (individual-local balance and individual-society balance perspectives) are not conflictive but often bring out the better in each other.
CONCLUSION
The paper provides an agent coordination method by balancing the two perspectives in an integrative framework where the locally diffusion effects and socially structural influences are combined together; and the individual, local and society concerns can be balanced well in a unified and flexible manner. At last, the experiments show that there are often situations in which it is better for the local performance is the globally social performance are improved; therefore, the two perspectives are not conflictive but sometimes bring out the better in each other.
